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The Fuji Electric Group started out in 1923 as Fuji Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Today Fuji Electric is a synonym and a brand for success and one of the largest corporate groups worldwide. Japanese and European Engineers combine together and are passionate about producing leading products of the highest reliability. Fuji Electric has been, still is, and, always will be, geared to technological innovation.

For decades, products of Fuji Electric have been successfully established in many industrial processes in Germany, Spain, Italy, France, UK and other European countries.

Power Electronics
Over a broad range of areas that encompasses industrial and social infrastructure – where there is growing demand for energy saving – we reduce CO₂ emissions and improve energy efficiency and stability by supplying products that combine power electronics technologies. These technologies include power semiconductor technologies and control technologies.

Semiconductor
For more than 30 year Fuji Electric has been delivering power semiconductors that save energy and improve efficiency across the wide range of areas including the industrial, new energy and vehicle electrical components areas. Our outstanding reputation in the market is based on a high quality & electrical performance combined with state of the art semiconductors.

In addition to its sales & logistic activities, we are providing a wide range of application support and customer specific module designs by our technical and module design center.

Drive and Automation
Through its strong distribution network in Europe, Fuji Electric Europe delivers frequency inverters, PWM converters, servo systems and HMI into varieties of industrial markets. Fuji Electric has an extensive lineup of industrial-use inverters, which are key devices that help enhance the automation, labor-saving, and energy-saving attributes of machinery, equipment and devices. Excellent quality, superlative motor shaft performance and the highest efficiency, contributing to the “green” environmental effort, characterizes our product range.

Fuji Electric offers a wide line-up of environmentally friendly semiconductor-based products ranging from IGBT power modules for industrial and automotive customers, which are an indispensable component in energy-saving power electronics, MOSFET, diodes, and control IC needed in high-efficiency power supplies. As manufactures and designer of its own Chip technologies, Fuji Electric offers an alternative source as a supplier and excels in researching new technologies as well as improving existing ones like packaging and SiC semiconductors.